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Description Stock #329744 - 2018 Grand Design that sleeps 8 including bunkhouse and has 2
Slides with lots of room!The 2018 Imagine 3170BH by Grand Design is a light
weight trailer that features "grand" accommodations with sleeping for up to 8,
well-built solid construction, and an external kitchen.The exterior standards
include a power awning with LED light stripping, a power tongue jack, black tank
flush, and exterior speakers.Just because the Imagine is light weight doesn't
mean it isn't built solid. The 3170BH has fully laminated walls (R-7), double
insulated floor/underbelly (R-30), a double insulated roof ((R-40), and a double
insulated front cap (R-40).An outdoor kitchen will reduce the number of trips
inside while preparing meals.External storage is one of the industry's largest and
the storage doors feature magnetic latches.There are two entry doors. One leads
into the living space/kitchen with the other leading directly into the front master
bedroom.Just inside the living space entry you'll find a conveniently located
closet.An entertainment center with a LED TV faces a pair of theatre seats and
the U-shaped dinette.The theatre seats recline and have heat and message
functions as well as lighted cup holders.The kitchen is equipped with a pantry, a
two-door refrigerator/freezer, a microwave with hood, a 3-burner stove with oven,
a large stainless-steel sink and drawer and cabinet storage.There are shades on
all the windows in the living and bedroom areas.The bathroom is located between
the living area and the master bedroom providing a buffer between the two
spaces. It is outfitted with a foot-flush toilet, a shower with a skylight, a vanity
sink with medicine cabinet and a ceiling vent fan.Sliding doors are provided for
privacy.The master bedroom is at the front of the trailer.The queen bed has a
wardrobe on either side of the bed along with overhead lighting and storage
cabinets. There is underneath the bed storage.In one corner facing the bed is an
LED TV.The bunkhouse is equipped with bunks on the left and right side of the
RV. The left top bunk can be locked up out of the way so the bottom jack-knife
bed can be used comfortably as a sofa. There is drawer and cabinet storage and
a wall mounted TV in the bunkhouse.We are looking for people all over the
country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our product
and like the idea of working from home, please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot]
com to learn more.Please submit any and ALL offers - your offer may be
accepted! Submit your offer today!You have questions? We have answers. Call us
at (941) 200-1030 to discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At
Pop RVs, we literally sell thousands of units every year all over the country. Call
(855) 273-7188 and we'll get started selling your RV today.

Basic information Year: 2018
Stock Number: 329744
VIN Number: rvusa-329744
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 36

Item address 49083, Troy, Michigan, United States
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